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Outline

 Investigating the available dynamic aperture right before the collapse 

of the separation bumps.

 The beam/machine parameter are taken from 
 E. Metral et al. “Update of the HL-LHC operational scenarios for proton operation”, CERN-

ACC-NOTE-2018-0002

 In this brief presentation we show the available tune space for

 (almost) the nominal (β*=60cm) and 

 the ultimate (β*=41cm) scenario, 

 For nominal tele-index (r=1) 

 and high tele-index (r=3.33).
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Nominal Tele-Index
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Difference of about 2σ DA between the two scenarios  Effect of the BB

Nominal Ultimate
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High Tele-Index (r=3.33)
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Small impact  dominated by octupoles

Nominal Ultimate
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High Tele-Index (r=3.33)
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Maximum 

Minimum DA

(+40A, 14.6σ)

r=1

I=-570A
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Collision (β*=60cm)
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Dominated by octupoles

r = 1 r = 3.33
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Overview

 In the nominal scenario (60cm, r=1) with -570A : 14σ, wide

 In the ultimate scenario (41cm, r=1) with -570A : 12σ, wide

 In the nominal high-r scenario (60cm, r=3.33) with -570A: 10σ, smaller

 In the ultimate high-r scenario (41cm, r=3.33) with -570A: 9σ, smaller

 For the nominal high-r scenario, scan of the octupoles behaved as 

expected:
 For negative polarity going towards 0A increases DA

 For positive polarity going towards 0A significantly increases DA 

 From the simulations maximum min DA at +40A (~14.6σ)

 At collisions nominal high-r scenario significantly reduces DA due to 

the overcompensation of the BB interaction (therefore a twisted 

footprint).
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